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University of Missouri-St. Louis

Carruthers '
Speaks For
His Culture

Toxic Waste Is No
Harlll To CaDlpus
by John Kilgore
reporter

, .j

The dioxin waste being stored by
the University is creating no haz ard
to the UM-St. Loui s community,
according
to
Administrative
Services.
Tom Hussey , Vice Chancellor for
Administrative Services for UM-St.
Louis , said that the results of the
report filed by two consulting firms
indicate that the dioxin is being
stored properly in compliance with
federal and state regulation s.
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OnThe
Road

by Sheila Brown
reporter
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Dr. Jacob Carruthers was the
keynote speaker of UM-St. Louis'
KWANZAA celebration on Nov. 20.
Carruthers is director of the Center
. for Inner City Studies at Northwes. tern University at Evanston, IL. ,
president of Studies of Classical
Afri-can Civilization and director of
the Kemetic Institute of Chicago , an
organization that is "dedicated to
the renewal of African civilization
through
research,
artistic
creativity,
and
spiritual
development. .,
KWANZAA is the "celebration of
new life-human renewal. It's a
chance to return to your home
base, " Carruthers said. As the
author of several books on the
African civilation , he said that the
problem with blacks today is that
they are suffering from "culture
amnesia."
" We have been victims of the
.TIlQ,st _op_pressjya form of mental
genocide ever on the face of the
earth." He went on to say , "So many
of us have forgotten where we come
from that we don't know where we
are, and have no idea where we're
going!"
Carruthers said that the "mental
genocide" of black culture first
started about 1750 with th e
" phil oso phical invention of white
supremacy and black inferiority. "
Several opinions written by some of
Europ e' s most influential men in
the 18th century upheld white sup. remacy. Carruthers pointed out that
they also "set the stage that has
taught most of us that Egypt, one of
the most advanced civilizations , is
not in Africa."
" Imagine Europe without Greece
or Rome. They would be at a cultural
disadv antage . Just like Africa is
without Egypt," Carruthers said.
"They went as far as to say that
Egyptians were white folk, they just
had black skin."
Caruthers said that in 1798,
Napoleon invaded Egypt with two
armies; One to conquer them
physically and the second one that
stole the greatest collections of
Egyptian art. " They placed it in the
former palace of Marie Antoinette ,
which is now ' the world renowned
Louvre Museum ."
Carruthers notes that the whole
world is indebted to Africa. He said
that Africans were the first to
introduce the standard of time and
the twelve month calender. He said
that they were the first people to
develop a voluntary bureaucracy
and that they developed an international system of world peace
similar to the United Nations.
" Egypt was the light of the worldthe beginning of civilization. Africa
is history' " Caruthers said .
. He invited everyone to visit the
Kemetic Institute, " We offer the
truth to everyone in the world . The
truth , as they say , can set you
free. "
After speaking, he answered
questions from the audience ranging from religion to African
socialism. .
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Again
The UM-St. Louis men 's soccer team will travel to Tampa,
Fla. this weekend to play in the
NCAA Division II National
Semi-Final tournament. The
Rivermen take a record of 173-1 with them. The team will
have to make it through two
games in order to bring home
a national championship. The
Rivermen have one other
national title to their credit
from 1973. This will be the
sixth time the UM- St. Louis
team has made it to the SemiFinals.Their last trip to the
tournament was in 1984.(see
sports page 7.)

According to the report , the
dioxin contamination is limited toa
single drum .

The University's hazard ous waste
storage facility, located on campus
behind the General Services Building , stores chemicals and materials
including: dioxin , me rcury , pesticides , herbicides, biological was tes and asbestos . "We will not
acce pt" any hazardous waste from
outside the campus ," said Hussey,
"and we won 't accept any material
not within the limits of our ability to
handle it. "

Reccomendations concerning the
disposal of the dioxin drum are due
within two weeks. "We have a couple
of companies who have bid on the
CDst of rem ov ing it ," said Hussey.

Recommendations
concerning
disposal , storage and handling of
the haza rdous material will be
stipulated when the final report is
submitted within two weeks. "Our
goal," said Hussey, " is to not store
any hazardous material fo r more
than 90 days ."

The University ordered the
rev iew of the Hazardous Materials
Program after the dioxin was discov ered . Contracts with Envioronmental Science and Engineering,
In c. and with Industrial Waste
Management, Inc . were entered into
to provide the Un ivers ity with an
evaluation of their pro cedures in
hazardous waste management.

The barrel containing the dioxin
has been stored by the University
since 1981. It was not until this past
summer , however , that the barrel
was chemically tested and discovered to contain dioxin. According to Hussey , in the future
hazardous waste will be tested when
it is stored by the University

Oh Ch rist11las Tree

Stock Market Crash Should
Not Effect UniversityCampuses
(CPS)--Colleges aren 't sure what the
stock market crash of October- or
the wild up an~ dwon swings that
have followed it - will mean to
their health.
Campuses, of course, typically
own portfolios full of stocks , and use
the profits to pay for new buildings
and other big-money construction .
projects.
Schools with large endowments
and portfolios, moreover , have in
recent years been using their stock
prOfits to provide financial aid to
students frozen out of federal aid
programs.
While some officials worried
wealthy contributors might become
less generous, no one was prediciting the collapse - which in percentage terms was worse than the great
crash of 1929 that ushered in the
economic depressiol1 of the 1930s would hurt students or campuses in
the near future .
"The university will wait for the
market to settle down before making any conclusions ," said Stanford
University Provost James Rosse in
a statement typical of most
colleges' attitudes.
When the Dow Jones Industrial
Average plummeted 508 points on
Oct. 19, though Lle value of many
stock portfolios held by schools
across the nation also fell
precipitously.
Stanford's $1.5 billion endowment
"took a $200 million hit" as a result
of the crash, said spokesman Bob
Byers. The University of Texas sys tem's endowment fell from $2.9
billion to $2.6 billion,executive vice
chancellor for asset m anagel:lent
Michael Patrick said.
But because colleges play the
stock market carefully and consertaviley, said Jack Cox of the
National Association of college and

University
Business
Officers
(NACUBO) , the impact was less
than other investors suffered.
Cox and other observers predicted the market would rebound - as
it did during the days following the
crash - and offset the losses suffered on Oct. 19 and during the
tumUltuous market drops that precedded it.
"1don't see an appreciable impact
on endowments, " Cox said.
Colleges , Cox added, invest in
real estate , trust funds and bonds as
well as stocks.
"With endowments so widely
diversified, the stock market should
not have much of an impact on
institutions, " Cox said.
Things ·might be different for
facu lty members , who regularly pay
part of their current salaries to a
pension fund, which in turn invests
heavily in the stock market.
The fund , of course, uses the pro fits from its investments to make
monthly pension payments to
retired faculty members .
A long -term crash theoretically
could endanger the Teachers
Insurance and Annuity AssociationCollege Retirement Fund (TIAACREF) - said " It's too soon to call
the long-term or short-term
impacts . In recent weeks we
became more cautious as we felt
something coming."
TIAA-CREF, criticized in recent
years as too conservative , didn't
believe the "sustained rise in the
stock market over the last few years
could be sustained ," Sheahan sairi.
The education pension fund also
boasts diverse holdings. Although it
did not profit as much as some
members hoped for during the stock
market boom of recent years, it
finds itself in good sbape now . "If
plaving it conservativ'e means play-

STOP THE
PRESSES
Jim Lawrence, who worked
with the "Post Dispatch" for
37 years, is now teaching a
course for the "Topics in
Writing" series here, passing
on his expertise to students.
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ing it responsible , we 're glad we've
played it conservative," Sheahan
said .
While Ober lin College endowment manager David Maxson
figured a market rebound could help
the school recoup its one-day stock
losses of $25 million - out of a total
of $200 million it had invested - he
worried the market's ongoing
uncertainty could have a "chilling
effect on donations and long-term
co mmitments by contributors."
As
(contributors')
personal
wealth
goes
down, "
agreed
Washington University of st. Louis
treasurer Jerrv Woodham ," donors
may be less' willing to make
donations to the university ."
But NACUBO 's Cox saw a silver.
lining: business and the federal
government, he reasoned , would
invest more in higher education to
help pull the nation out of a
recession .
" Higher education is a good
investment especially during hard
times," he saud , because education
and retraining become ev en more
essential.
Most observers say the sto ck
market should not have an
immediate impact on tuition ,
salaries and other education costs .
"The crash will have no impact on
the 1987 -88 budget," said Stanford
Vice President for Business and Finance William Massy.
" I don't think tuitions will
increase "
said
Washington 's
Woodha~ . But if contributions and
endowments decrease and other
revenue sources also suffer as the
res ult of a faltering stock
market ," adjustments
will
be
needec! ." "But," Woodham added,
"right now it's just too hard to
predict."

- - - - - - - - - - - _ .. _ - -

- -- -- -Cedric R Anderson

Beginning Tuesday, November 24, student organization leaders,
University Center staff and staff from various departments began
tying bows, garland and lights on the Community Evergreen Tree.
On Monday, November 30, a campus tree trimming party took
place . Food Drive '87 began ThursdaY,December 1. In addition to
department staff and student organizations contributing baskets,
two Spanish classes from the evening college contributed food
baskets. On Monday, December 7 , the food baskets will be
delivered to the North Side Ministry Team for distribution to needy
families in North St. Louis County. The Madrigal Singers per~ormed at 1 p.m. in the Summit Lounge on Wednesday, December
2. The Community Evergreen Tree will remain "on show" through
the end of the semester.

FLORIDA BOUND
The Rivermen travel to
Tampa, Florida to participate
in the NCAA final four
divisional playoffs.
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Finalsweek beginsT uesday DecemberSth. Stu d y
hard.
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Good~ , Bad

& Ugly:
The Top Ten

"YOU'RE HYSTERI<'AL. \\

It wasn't Chancellor Barnett's fault.

Big
Deal
by Kevin Kleine
managing editor
I would like to take some time
here to look at what might be called
"The Good the Bad and th e Ugly" of
th e past semester.
Out of all the events on campus
this semester I've come up with a
list of the top ten happenings of the
past 16 weeks. Things that are
dumb, sensless and brilliant have
wound their way through this highly
biased compilation.

o lO.The grant for the Math
Science Education Center make
their way into this list because they
were the first significant grants of
the year by private corporations.
Monsanto gave $40,000 to the MSEC
and the administration should be
commended for bringing in grants
like this and some larger ones.
Without them a lot of programs
would suffer.
::::J9.Then there was the Sexy Legs
contest held by Sigma Pi Fraternity.
What is usually an event that happens in a barroom setting moved
into a frat house and all hell broke
loose with campus women's groups
and members of the faculty and
staff. Sexism was recognized to be
alive and well on this campus. Nothing happened to the fraternity
except some bad press. Next time
you guys should stick to sellirig
M&M's on campus or maybe a good,
old fashioned beer bash. It would
piss less people off and keep the
population of the campus from
attacking you and burning down
your house .
0 8. Expo had a way of bringing
the campus together if even for just
two days . The Simon Sez contest
wins the award for having the most
people act stupid in one place, at the
same time. The UM administration
is excluded from this category .
Even I was caught out there jumping
up and down like some derelict. It
was good fun though and was one
function where even apathetic
students looked around to see what
was going on.
o 7.Number seven also has the
distinction of being the most lame'
excuse orr- GalTIPUS all year. It 's the
Chancellor's statement concerning
the dioxin found on campus
Basically, the statement said ,
"Oops , we forgot to see what this
stuff was before w.e brought it to
campus." A little toxic waste never
hurt anybody . Right Times Beach ?

05. The ever-popular circ us
event of the bricklaying at the
science co mplex makes it into the
top ten as the best examples of poor
planning and afterthought next to
the advisement system.Why didn·t
any students get a chance to participate in the ceremony? Did any
student know about the ceremony?
Most places have groundbreakings,
we have our ceremony after the
bu ilding is half done . -

0 2. We're getting down close to
the end of this endevor. Can you feel
the suspense I? Assesment of all
students is one thing that will eventually effect all stUdents. That is
why it made number two. The
University is trying to cram assesment down everybody's throat and
no one should stand still for it. If the
students don't want to get screwed
in thi s deal they should resist the
University's efforts to turn them
into a conformist flock of sheep.
o L Finally we reach the end of
this babbling. The top spot belongs
to toxic waste on campus , if you
haven't guessed that already. This
one qu alifies as the all time foul up
of the University of Missouri '
administration. Six years ago they
brought the stuff to campus and
didn't bother to check what fun
things were inside. I don't know
about the rest of the student body,
but I'm damned proud to attend
Toxic Waste U.(formerly UMSL).
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What kind of toys are you going to give the children this year? A
" Rambo" or "G.!. Joe"? "Air Raiders ," "Battle Beasts,"
" Transformers, " or " Visionaries"? "Star Com" toys or a " Blast
Force Power Cycle" that features a battery-powered rapid-fire
water gun for the pre-schoolers?
Across the world , as the holiday season approaches, parents
face the task of satisfying their childrens demands for war toys , A
demand created by toy manufacturers and perpetuated thr.ough
television programming aimed at children . Let's take a moment
to consider where this is leading,
The 13 best selling toys in America are war toys . War toys and
game sales have increased 700 percent sine 1982 totalling $1.3
billion in sales. there have been 40 program-length war toy
series produced for television since 1983 when the FCC dropped
rules prohibiting such advertising.

but the administration did a real
poor job of handling the situation
when it arose. The haz ardous waste
storage facility should stick to used
fet al pigs and old floor cleaner.
o 6.Chanceilor Barnett had a victory with her State of the University
address. Th e address really showed
how this unive rs ity is coming along
in financial support from the state
and the coinmunity. With con tinued
supporL this university can offer
anything t hat the larger campuses
can .

0 4. The men 's soccer team was
ranked number one in the nation at
one point in the season. They have
went on to play in the national
playoffs. This weekend they will
play in the final four of the national
tournament and possihlv ('orne
home with a national title.
03 . The divestm ent hearings in
Columbia , Mo , on Oct 13 , were
really good to get all the opinions
out in the open. It 's too bad the
curators who sat on the finance committee and UM President C Peter
McGrath already had their minds
made up before the hearing. I was at
the hearings and it looked like
everyone on th e committee was
bored stiff. At least the University
refrained fr om arresting anyone at
the hearing. When they he ard things
they didn 't like in the past. the solution was to arrest those damned hippies. The hearings were a small
victorv in the battle for divestment
of U~iversity funds from South
Africa.

Guns Are Not Toys
War Is No Game
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The National Coalition on Television Violence has completed
studies on pre-school , second and fourth gra de children in
Champaign, II. the results should cause all of us to stop and consider carefully which toys and games we give to our children . In
the NCTV study, children played with construction toys or
watched the Captain Power TV program , shooting at the TV
screen, on different study days. In each classroom, on the Captain
Power days , the children showed increases in playground aggression averaging 80 percent more hitting , kicking, hair pulling, and .
sitting on top of another child than on the control days. In two of
the classrooms, the children showed a decrease in aggressiveness after playing cooperatively with construction toys .
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" reseachers have found harmful increases in minor anti-social
behavior in normal chldren. Long term research is showing that
the level of anti-social behavior in childhood is an excellent predictor of convictions for juvenile delinquency and adult
criminality later in life. There is no doubt, whatsoever , that these
war toys and their TV programs are teaching violence to our
(America's) children and children around the world, " said
Thomas Radecki, psychiatrist and Research Director for
NCTV

"THe

PESSiMIST

aND

-nR OPTIMIST

There is a movement growing across the U.S. and throughout
the world to boycott war toys and games . From Australia to Zaire.
parents and concerned activists are refUSing to purchase war
toys and games for their children. In Los Angeles , a steamroller
crushed war toys on November 28th , a national dayofprotesL The
music group TIMBUK 3 has released a song protesting war toys .
Protests are being held at HasbroToys , a leading producer.
Legislation has been introduced in California to ban war toys.
Mounting evidence of these toy's harmful effects is swaying
public opinion and sentim~!TIt.
-
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The world is engu1fed in armed ceJ'Iifli'd . The spirit of cooperation is overshadowed by violence. Celebrate the holiday season
and the coming new year by promoting the spirit of peace. Choose
gifts for the children on your shopping list that encourage
cooperation and creativity. Choose toys that promote reason and
logic. Give the children a chance to live before they di€. .

LETrERS TO THE EDITOR _____
1m perialism Happ.y Trails Who Is this~ Really?

Kev_inLa_coste-'-c--ro

Denounced?
Dear editor:
We are responding to your
.article in the Current Jor the
November 19, 1987, Issue 590 , pg
5, top heading. We are very concerned about this article and
how it affects us .
Our first concern deals with
how the Current headed the article
"Speakers
Denounce
Capitalism,
Advocate
SelfDetermination", With this heading, we feel that although the
Current does not connect our
names with the heading, it
implies that we may be linked
with denouncing capitalism . In
our speeches, which lasted
approximately' one hour, not
once did we mention ' anything
about an economic system (your
reporter said he only caught the
last 10 minutes of the speech).
Also there was a misunderstanding on our quotes, because we
said "Awareness of African culture
will
allow
AfricanAmerican people to be beher
able to contribute to a greater
American society . Just as we
learn about Christopher Columbus and other notable people, so
should we learn and appreciate
what African-American leaders
like Marcus Garvey and Steve
Biko have done."
We feel that having our names
under such heading, as in your
November 19 , 1987 issue,
endangers our well being. We
feel that there are individuals
who will misinterpret your article and they will begin to
associate us as outcasts against
the capitalist system. We also
feel that the heading is not supported by the article .
Darick P, Williams
Roderick Pratt

It is with deep regret that I
have read in the Current
about the coming departure
of Dr. Torres. Rarely in the
history of this university has
a
visiting professor
so
enriched his students ' pereption of society and. its processes. We have been most
fortunate to have with us so
kind a man , one who has
treated his stUdents and
acquaintances with such consideration. Moreover, he has
done us all a service in deftly
showing up the manipulation
we are victims of through the
media and "establishment"
bias.
For example, not long ago,
Dr, Burkholder gave a public
lecture on Central America in
which he preached the usual
malarkey about how violent
and anarchic that region was
through the 19th century.
Most of the audience was saying "yes, we know what those
people are like ... " until Dr.
Torres riposted that much of
the U.S. was violent and
anarchic through the same
period, only here we glorify
the anarchy and violence by
calling it "The Winning of the
West" and building a monument to it downtown. A
brilliant checkmate. It woke
everybody up.
We desperately need such teachers
to offset centuries of the bit. terest Anglo-Americari prejudice. May we get more
minority teachers of the culture, skill and personal stature of Dr . Torres. Then, this
may indeed become a nation
"with liberty and justice for
ALL ."
Francisco J. Pelaez
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Hernan
Dear editor:

•

~

Dear editor:

be easy for any student president to have anyone appointed.
As the Current is well aware,
That is a Senate responsibility
this campus has long enjoyed
and the Student Association
active student organizations
president has no control whatfree from Administrative consoever over any Senate committrol by the University. Various
tee . With 75 % oHIre Senate made
student leaders, past and preup of Faculty , it would be dowsent, will attest to the fact that
nright impo,s sible to manipulate
the Vice Chancellor for Student
or control anytliing the Senat
Affairs is an advocate of strong,
undertakes.
responsible
stUdent
Finally,
. the ... .
Student
organizations.
Publications Task Force is not
. an a witctihunt. It would only
An interesting observation is
offer recommendations for a
to be made in your editorial
more
effecient,
qualitydated November 19, 1987. After ·
consistent paper . Anyone wishcrying out about the injustices
ing to underiakea task force to
many papers have been subjecinvestigate the Student Associated to in the past due to
tion would ' be more than
· manipulative
student
welcome.
governments, you go on to say,
Please come down from the
" It would be quite simple for an
mountain. Nobody is trying to
activist student government
seize controL It would seem that
· president to have a (student)
the Current has acquired a seige
senator selected to chair the
mentality, one that does not
Publications Committee which
allow anyone but itself to look at
selects the Current · editors,"
it and point out any suggestions
You seem to be asking for the
for a smoother operation.
very thing that you've spent your
Stephen Bratcher, president
time
editorializing
about.
Student Association
Further, to clarify, it would not

HoHoHo!
Dear editor ·
I've received so many letters
· this year that I thought it might
"be refreshing to send one myself
,for a change; . Has everyone on
the Current staff been good this
· year? Of course , I don't expect
you to speak for that.Wisniewski
fellow, but enough said about
that.
I realize that you've all
worked very .hard this semester
trying to keep the campus
informed, as well as taking
classes and working. So I've
decided, as a special gift to you,

to have your office painted over
the Christmas holiday. I wish
that I could have you moved to
another building on campus .
You 've sat in that blue, temporary metal toolshed long
enough,
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Maybe an office in the SSB
Tower would be more fitting .
Who says you can't hope
anyway?
Well , this letter writing business is not as easy as it appears,
so I'm going to get back to what
I'm best at, making toys.
Sincerely,
Santa Claus.
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NEWSBRIEFS
The Muny/Student Theatre Project
The National Science Teachers
will present "Alpine Winter," a Association (NSTA) has begun its
holiday storytelling, on Sunday, annual Search for Excellence in ·
December 20, 1987 at 2 p.m. Science Education and is accepting
Storyteller Joyce Cheney will tell . nominations. of exemplary science
winter tales, focusing on our Euro- programs from teachers and
pean'heritage and ou·r sister cities of school leaders.
Judges for the 1988 Search will Stuttgart, Germany, and Lyon,
consider programs in both physical
France. The performance takes
sciences , for grades six through 12,
place at New City School, 5209
and elementary science. .
Waterman, and is suitable for all
ages . Tickets cots $3; $2 for groupd
Programs selected will receive
of 15 or more, and maybe reserved
national recognition and honor
by calling 531-1301.
through
publications ,
NSTA
national meetings and workshops
across the country.
DOD

1

POSITIVE SEX and SURVIVAL

Nomination forms and program
criteria are available from Charles
Granger, professor · of biology.
Application deadline is March 31,
1988.

ODD
A team of science teachers , under
the editorship of Charles Granger,
Biolegy , has just published a
manual for those teaching science
in elementary, junior high gnd high
schools . Copies can be purchased
for $20 through Dr . Granger.

DOD
The School of Optometry has reo
cently organized tlie UM·St. Louis
Contact Lens Clinic research
Panel
.
The panel . was organized to give
professionals , who are active in

by R.C. FISHER PUBLISHING CO.

••••

A new and hopeful approach to sexual change. Fear not
change, but fear not changing!.Answers to some of your
questions and the latest facts on AIDS . .

page 3

clinical research, the chance to
combine their efforts and expertise
to bring about new developments in .
the field and to ke.ep the public
informed
about
those
developments.
The panel is composed of St.
Louis area optometrists and
opthamologists who are nationally
and internationally prominent in
the contact lens field. Panel member affiliations incude the UM-St.
Louis School of Optometry , the
Departments of Opthomology at St.
Louis University and Washington
University ; and' contact lens
specialty practices.
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Yes, please send my copy of:
Positive Sex and Survival Now.
Dat,, _ __

Pled~es

Fall Short Of Goal

KWMU Radio has the prelimin ary
continu e to provide the quality prototals from the station-s fall memgrams our list eners wa nt to hear. "
bership drive . Th e ca mp aign, titled
Steinhoff and other . station
"Challenge ·S7 '." was held on 90.7
officials are assessing the results of
(FM) from November 4·15 .
the drive to determnine what facA tota l of 2,210 liste ners call ed in
tors may have contribu ted to the
tbeir pledges during the l~-day . shortage . If the cntin ued appeal
drive. Th ese pledges total approxdoe s not bring in enoug h additional
imately $124,000 in expected
su pport, KWMU will review alterna·
in come . The support of renewing
tive funding sources and other
members pledging support pri or to
options,
including
possible
the drive in KWM U's early renewal
cutb acks.
campign brings the overall total to
" From our audience data , we
just under $148 ,000. Stati on officials
know th ere are a steadily growing
are projecting that an additions I
numb er fo regular li sten ers to
$[i,000 will come in fr om tje early
KWM U, es pecially for such prorenewal campaign.
grams as "Morn ing Edition " and
KWMU listeners , however , did
" All Things
Cons iderd," · said
not meet the "challenge " of pledg·
Steinhoff. " It is time for these lising the projected amount of $180,teners to support their favorit e pro000. If this goal had been met, the
gramming on KWMU. "
station would have ended the on- a ir
As the publi c ra di o station of the
app eal earlier.
University of Missoilri-St.Louis,
"Because these funds ar e criti cal
to KWM U's current level of ser - KWMU depends on m embers hip
support for over one-third of its
vice, " explained general manager
annual operating budget. Additional
Reiner Steinhoff, "we are cont inufunding (and other indirect support)
ing to as k members to send in their
is provided by the Un iversity (24 %),
renewals and non-members to
the Corporation For Publi c Broadpledge their suppport. Alth ough the
formal drive is over, this add itiona l casting (24 %), and cor porate undersupport will ensure that KWMU can writers (20%).
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Division A.I.

It can be yours as an Air Force
Pilot. Irs not easy, but the re- .
wards are great. You 'll have all
the Air Force advantages, such
as 30 days of vacation with
pay each year and complete
medical care--and much more.
If you're a college graduate or
soon will be, AIM HIGH. Contact
your Air Force recruiter for
details about Officer Training
School and pilot training. Call

# 11 Mimosa Drive
Pontoon Beach, IL 62040

payable to R.C .

Fisher Publish;1I1/ Co.

"

HIGH-TECH ·
HASN'T MADE US LOSE
OUR TOUCH.

MSgt Mike Lunsford
(618)624-4321 Collect

.

As an Army Nurse, you'll be inrroduced [0 so me of the most
advanced technology available. But that won't keep you from
working with your patienrs on a one-to-one basis.
You'll be an integral part of the Army h ea lth care team: topquality profess ionals who share th e sa me high gnals with you. In
fact, among Aimy nurses, 99% hold BSN degrees and ove r 25%
have Masters.
The Army Nurse Corps . Highly advanced, highly rewarding , Get in touch with us, by calling your local Army Nurse Corps
Recruiter today.

13545 BARRETT RD,
821-4386

NEWS EDITOR
• strong organizational skills required _
• must be available to work :ruesday nights.
• weekly stipend provided.
Responsibilities will include managing a staff of news
reporters , choosing le ad stories and writing headlines.
Some knowledge of basic layout and design helpful but
not required. We will train .

For More Information
Contact Kevin at 553-5174

PROJECT PHILIP

NANNIES ·V

The Bible Solves All Your Problems
w hen a ll things and friends fail you
We offer a free Bible and Correspondence
. course to all students. Free postage.

ARMY NURSE CORPS.

. ..

The Current is Seeking a

Write to:. Project Philip - College Campus

BE ALL YOU CAM BE.

P.O. Bo x 11301 , Clayton P.O.
St. Louis, MO 63105

Do you love children? Warm, caring, carefully
selected, BOSTON area families looking for
live-in child care. Excellent salary/benefits
including airfare. One year committment.

Call Belinda at: 241-3464.

.,

.

Every day, thousands of college students ready, aim and fire their fi~gers · ,
down their throats to make themselves sick. It's called purging, and while it may
seem like the easy way to look healthy, it's actually a sure way to become very ill.
Left unchecked, bulimia can cause rotten teeth, dehydration, a ruptured
stomach or esophagus, and kidney failure. In its latter stages, it can cause the
heart to skip beats, until one day it skips for good. But there is hope .
Through support group counseling, the professionals at St. John's Mercy
Medical center can help bulimia and anorexia Victims find relief from their guilt,
depression, and years of loneliness, They can show them how to turn food into
nourishment instead of an obsession, and how to start feelmg good about themselves again.
.
At 9 a.m. on the third Saturday of every month, St.John's holds free meetings .
to discuss eating disorders and their symptoms. To find out more about the
meetings,just call1-800-22ABTEC, or 569-6898 in Missouri.
Everyone is welcome and there are no questions asked, because the people
there know first hand how devastating bulimia and anorexia can be. And they
won't be pointing fingers at anyone.
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1.0 Someone%th
An Ear Disordet;·
This
BeA . .

Deadly Weapon.

•

Onlyone pregnancy test
~ays yes or no in 10 minutes.
FIRST RESPONSE®
I just did it!
The FlRSTRESPONSER
Pregnancy Test.
Well, what's
the news?

Only FlRST RESPONSE
can tell you in
10 minutes! Turns blue
for pregnant. Stays
clear for not pregnant.
And it's so easy to see.
You knew,
injust 10 minutes!
)Up,and
when FlRST RESPONSE
says yes or no, it's for
sure. With other tests, you
may have to wait longer
for complete results.
So which is it,

,
/

yes or no? .

Now,why
do you think
. I'm smiling?

•

,
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: SAVE $1~~he

r.

You can always
trust your
FIRST RESPONSE ••

•

FIRST RESPO NSE. TAMPA.X and lhe
Humall Fi gu re Design are the registered
trademarks ofTambrands Inc..
Lake Success. NY 110';~ .
c 19t1i Tambrands In.c.

•
A,Btec-Support Group
'

.

. The Anorexia Bulimia Treatment and Education Center at
St. John's Mercy Medical Center, 615 SouthNew Ballas Road , St. Louis, MO 63141

IFIRST '
I RESPONSE®
I Pregnancy Test
ONE COUPON PER PUR·
I IncLIMIT
CHASE. RETAi lER· Tambrands
wilt reimb urse you for the
value 01 this coupon pius Be
I lace
handlmg i! submrtl ed in com piran ce With our Redemption
I Poli cy {copy avaliable upon reCash value 1·100C ReI Quesl)
deem by maillflQ to Tambrands
ine. PO Box 870145 EI Paso
l 30.
TX 68567-014 5 Exp ires. April
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Lawrence Passes On H is Experience To Students
by Maggie Durst
reporter

"I guess I must have been a.very
brash young man," James Lawrence
said with a twinkle in his eye. "When
I was working for a newspaper, I was
willing to try anything, talk to
anyone. "
Although he is not normally a
college teacher, he looks completely at home in his new
environment.
. But even though Lawrence seems
completely at home on the campus,
he still looks like a newspaperman.
That is not surprising, since he just
retired this year after nearly 49
years with the Pulitzer Publishing
Co., the last 37 of those as an
editorial writer or editor with the St.
Louis Post-Dispatch. It would seem
natural for him to move right into
teaching a course entitled "Writing
About Current Issues."
His white hair, piercing eyes and
navy blazer give the impression of a
modern-day Perry White . Even his
pipe reminds one of a .newsroom .
That pipe is always there; some: times it's smoked, sometimes it just
sits on his desk.
"I remember a time when
everyone in the news business
smoked," he said. "Even the women
did. When I left the Post-Dispatch, I
was the only one in the editorial section that smoked, I'll bet they were
glad to get rid of me."
One of his favorite pieces of
memorabilia used to be a brass cuspidor. Its kind were once familiar
sights in newsrooms throughout the

nation. Lawrence reminisces fondly
about those "good old days."
That's not all that's changed about
the newsroom. When Lawrence first
began in the business, women were
only society reporters. They were
allowed to handle hard news only on
rare occasions,
One of the occasions he remembers was a kidnapping case. One of
the women was sent to interview the
victim's mother.
"We all thought she might tell the
woman reporter things she might
not tell a man," he said. "Now the
numbers 'and roles at the PostDispatch are better balanced."
Lawrence said that one thing that
he was pleased to see was that
blacks are beginning to show more
prominence in the journalism field,
Many of his favorite editorials he's
written deal with the subject of
civil rights .
"To me, advocacy of civil rights is
a matter of patriotism," he said. "I
think that in the long run, this nation
is going to either be proud of itelf or
mediocre, depending on how it deals
with minorities-especially the
black minority, which has been
oppressed for so long."
Lawrence said he was encouraged
by the increase in desegregation
(from what it originally was) In St.
Louis and views the black
breakthrough in journalism as a
sign of our progress toward black
equality,
The articles on civil rights are not
the only ones he remembers with
pride, however. There was the article about Eleanor Roosevelt .

"There were "two things about
her," he said. "She was the conscience of the Roosevelt administration, particularly in dealing with
the problems of the poor and
minorities and the like, and she
spoke out forcibly on those things.
"The other thing about her was
tbat at the time I interyiewed her,
she had an extrememly highpitched nasal voice, and when you
listened to her, at first it kind of
turned you off. But the more you listened and the more you got the
message, you forgot about it. She
was a very sincere lady."
Then there was the interview with
James Cagney ,
"What surprised me was the
films," Lawrence said. "He was a
tough character in most of his films.
When I met, him-you know he was a
little gUY-I think I could have
broken, him in half. Only he wasn't
the kind of guy you wanted to mess
with because he was pretty tough.
"The thing that really startled
me, aside from that, was that he was
almost an intellectual-a student of
the tbeater . He could talk to you
about any thinK from Shakespeare
on."
Lawrence was born in the
Phillipines and grew up in New Jersey. He got into the news business
when he was elected editor of his
high school paper, Then he started
writing stories about the football
team, of which he was amember, for
the local newspaper,
He went on the the University of
Kansas, where he was an honors
graduate in English and did

. graduate work. A friend . there
encouraged bim to read the Post. Dispatch, He liked its writing style
and political stands so much that he
was determined to work for the
paper and moved to St. Louis with
that in mind.
He was hired by KSD-Radio, then
owned by tJie Pulitzer Publishing
Co., in 1938 to edit a tabloid edition
of the Post-Dispatch tbat was distributed by radio facsimile in an
experimental program.
Lawrence served in the Army during World War II and returned to join
the ' Post-Dispatch editorial page
staff for a few years. He returned to
KSD as news director, and when
KSD became the first licensed commercial television station in the
country in 1947 , he became its
n~ws director.
He returned in 1950 to the PostDispatcb editorial page, for which
he estimates he wrote more than
11 ,000 editorials,
"I like working for the paper better," he said, "Radio and TV are fun,
but I'm basically a writer and like to
write for print."
What does he tell hiS students who
want to become writers?
"Write, write, write," he says,
reminding them that good writing
takes practice. "Knowing. your
material is important as w.ell,
"I wouldn't tell anyone to get into
this business unless they really
loved it," he said. "That is partially
because the number of newpapers is
dwindling. It also takes a lot of perseverance and determination to
work in this business. You have to
love it."

WRITER: Jim Lawrence, a staff member of the Post-Dispatch for 37
years, has come to UMSLthis semesterto teach a class in the "TopiCS
in Writing" series.

.'Mixed Reviews: By Eileen Pacin-o And Christopher D ggan
.' by Eileen Pacino
movie reviewer

·
·
•

If you saw the French film on which "Three Men and a Baby" was based ,
you'll probably be disappointed in the remake; if you didn't, you'll probably
still be disappointed. Most rip-offs are disappointing.
Judging from the packed theater, I had to believe I was surrounded by
"Magnum P .I.," "Cheers" and "Police Academy" fans eager to see their
heroes, Tom Selleck, Ted Danson and Steve Guttenberg together, blown up to
magnificent proportions on the screen.
The movie starts gaily enough , with frenetic whirling dervish opening of
our boys Peter (Selleck), Michael (Guttenberg) and Jack (Danson) operating
an assembly line of relationships, some of which are the culminations of jogging trips-to the cutesy tune of "Bad, Bad, Bad, Bad Boys (Boys Will Be
Boys)," which leaves little doubt that our boys are virile, successful, and
without a care in the world.

·
,
,
•
;
"
·
•
,

Then one day, trouble is parked at their door in a pink and white bundle that
our boys mistake as a package meant for Jack that turns out to be a six-monthold female issue from his loins, in need of a fresh diaper and a bottle of
formula . .
It seems her mother couldn't cut the mustard when it came to nurturing, so
her solution is to park the infant with Jack; only he's in Turkey, where all
actors waiting for their big break go, and Mary is left to the mercy of an
archiJect who knows more about cantilevering than sterilizing a bottle and a
cartoonist who handles a paintbrush with more dexterity than the squirming
tush of a little tot.

:

:
·
:

Three MenAnd A Baby

~

At this point, the movie works its dubious wiles on the audience. The only
way our boys can upstage the little dickens is to make more faces, emit more
squeals and generally act more helpless than their pint-sized protagonist.
Naturally, the chief attraction (besides the adorable twins, Lisa and
Michelle Blair, who play Mary) of this film is the first time our boys have to
face "The Dirty Diaper," It's astonishing that in this age of sophistication, the
sight of grown men, who have no doubt delved with a passion into every secret
place of the female body, could be so totally buffaloed by, and the audience
could have such paroxysms over, the eliminations of a young child.
But there you have it. Apparently in this day of liberated men and
. pregnancy-leave fathers, we still retain a secret respect and nostalgia for the
image of the klutzy, inept, cowardly male in the face of graphic poop,
But the boys nobly, and occasionally comically, cope and fall in love with
their charming cherub, which creates a poignant dilemma for our
playboys,
it's hard to put down this picture: there's no violence, no rough language, no
sex to speak of, and the castJs likeable from goo-goo eyes Guttenberg, to jugjawed Danson to dimple kind Selleck,
But the insertion of a wacky mission to corral some drug dealers with baby
in tow and Danson in drag is limp, unnecessary and unfunny, And we never get
a real graphic sense of how tough it really is to take care of Mary (the all-night
walking, the crying that doesn't stop, the messed-up romantic lives) that the
french film did so well.
Director Leonard Nimoy's Americanization of "Trois Hommes et un Couffin" probably won't earn any awards, but it will certainly earn some
money.
"Three Men and a Baby" is a Touchstone film, rated PG for language.

DON'T
PANIC
by Christopher A. Duggan
features editor
This is the end of the semester,
the last day of classes. Soon we will
all begin studying for finals, if we
haven't already, and then, we're
off for an entire month.
It's been an interesting semester for me, I've found myself writingin this column on subjects from '
Spuds MacKenzie to Ernest

Hollywood has been hitting a series of patterns lately . A good example is
the Heaven/Death-After-Life pattern, which includes "Hello Again," "Date
With An Angel" and " Made In Heaven·," The latest of these patterns to emerge
is the "Inept-Person-Saddled-With-A-Baby" pattern .
Tbe first of these films was "Baby Boom," with Diane Keaton. The second is
"Three Men and a Baby ,> a hilarious film about , you guessed it, three men and
a baby.
Based on a French movie made in 19B';i, the plot is pretty complex. It
involves three bachelors who share a stylish New York apartment and fool
around so much, especially Jack', an actor (Ted Danson), that one of them is
bound to beget an iIligitimate child sooner or later.
The other two bachelors, Michael (Steve Guttenberg) and Peter (Tom
Selleck), are left at home while Jack is in Turkey shooting a TV movie when
Selleck discovers a baby at their front door after jogging one morning,
Gutt~nberg sums up their knowledge of babies when be sees the child with
the line , "That's a baby ."
After the discovery of the note from Sylvia, the mother, which explains the
situation and the child's origin, and their vow to kill Jack when he returns,
they are beset with the task of taking care of the little girl, whose name is
Mary, She, by the way, is played by twins (Lisa and Michelle Blair).
The funniest scenes in the film surround Selleck's and Guttenberg's first
, fledgling attempts to change a dfaper and feed Mary.
My personal favorite is the scene inwhich Guttenberg says, "She just did a
doodle, and it's your turn to change her,"
Selleck hesitates a couple of seconds and says, ''I'll give you a thousand
dollars if you do it."
The plot is complicated with a series of encounters with drug dealers, who
get mixed up in the story, This adds substance to the story, and makes it more
thanjust a movie about three bumbling bachelors who are forced to try to take
care of a baby.
f

KIDS TH ESE DAYS: Tom Selleck (LEFT) and Steve Guttenberg star,
along with Ted Danson, as three bachelors inept in the area of childcare in the comedy, "Three Men and a Baby,"

Merry Christmas And A Happy New Year
Hemingway. 1 like to think that
somebody, somewhere along the '
line, has read one of them.
This week, I'm going to try to
write about Christmas , the most
cornplicated time of the year . Why
is it complicated? What do you do
during Christmas?
The idea,. behind gift-giving at
Christmas originally was that people give to one another in an
expression of love and frienship, a
symbol of their relationship,
whatever it may be, or something
like that.
.
In the name of that ideal, we now
go out to crowded shopping malls
by the millions, pushing and shoving and acting like jerks on the
whole (I know, Iwork in retail), listening to homogenized Christmas
music that has a subliminal
message runn.ing underneath it.

by Christopher A, Duggan
features editor

The message goes like this in
most places: "The mark-up here is
500 percent, but y.Q!l don't care, All
you want to do is buy, buy, buy.
How about that coat over in the
corner that no one has looked at all
day. That would look good on your
aunt Ruth,"
Some people, to escape the madness, do their Christmas shopping
months ahead of time, Give me a •
break.
Let's
talk
about
family
gatherings. Almost everybody just
got through with the fun of dealing
with Thanksgiving. I spent most of
mine arguing with my brother-inlaw about the finer points of movie
critiquing , That was fun.
Christmas get-togethers are
pretty much the same. Relatives
See DUGGAN, page 5

The audience is treated with a sequence of scenes in which the trio try to
work her into their everyday lives, Especially funny is a scene in which the
three of them sing Mary to sleep with their rendition of some '50s music,
There is nothing really oustanding about the aGting in this H1m, Danson
plays the exact same character that he has played on "Cheers" for the last
five years, the macho none-too-bright womanizer, It's not done badly; therejs
just nothing different about it.
Guttenberg is ~he cartoonist who can't bring himself to take advantage of
women. He usually ends up giving them helpful advice about other
relationships instead. I have no complaints there either,
Selleck shows that he can play something other than Magnum p.r, The
scenes in which his character begins to feel attacthment to Mary for the first
time come off very well.
It is the baby, or babies in this case, that steals the show in this one, The
audience falls in love with her just as her "parents '! do.
My only real problem with the movie is the ending. It steps outside the
bounds of realism for the sake of the ending that it has, Don't worry; I won't
spoil that part.
This is a good movie to see if you'feellike laughing at something. It is also a
good movie to see if you think that it's easy to take care of a baby.

A View From The South:

Rainmakers Make A Tornado
,

by Tom Duggan
UMR co.rrespondent
"Tornado;" the second album
from The Rainmakers, fealures
more of the down-home, guitarbased rock and roll that made their
firsf album such a success.
The only weak spots on the album
are wherehorns' and keyboards are
added to ' the band's trademark
sound to fill the gaps.
The Kansas City based band started out under the name "Steve Bob
and Rich," with lead singe; Bob
Walkenhorst handling the drums,
. Three years ago, Walkenhorst,

guitarist-Steve Phillips, and bassist
Rich Ruth were joined by drummer
Pat Tomek, and The Rainmakers
were born,
Before the addjtion of Tomek, the
band had a reputation for innovative
use of electronic effects and feedback on both, guitar and bass. As a I
quartet, they still'rely heavily on the
abiatles of guitarist Phillips, whose
imaginative chord work and use of
harmonics and effects give the band '
its sound.
Ruth on bass and Tomek on drums
provide a solid rhythm sectiori, and
Ruth 's ability to carry the melody
allows Phillips room to perform
leads and fills,

All
this, · combined
with
Walkenhorst's unique vocal style
and showmanship, makes The Rainmakers a great live band. The band's
intensity and sound have. brought
them large audiences and critical
acclaim everywhere they go ,
Unfortunately, the enthusiasm of
their live performances doesn't
translate well to their albums, Much
of the instrument work is the same,
but with a little too much polish. It
comes out sounding overproduced.
For instance, the use of a brass
secion on songs such as "Snake
Dance" seems entirely inappropriate compared to the live version ..
See RAIN, page 5
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from page 4

'J'hey were in Kolla in September
when I heard them perform many of
the songs from this album before
its release.

.,.

Their fine use of backup vocals
comes, off well on vinyl, but
Walkenhorst's lead vocals are less
spontaneous in the studio, and he
avoids the use of his falsetto
entirely.
This is a good album all the same.
The keyboards used in several of the
~ongs ' are
a nice touch and,
thankfully, are only in the background. Walkenhorst's lyrics are as
colorful as ever.

SPECIAL

The Rainmakers aren't for everbody, but current fans won 't be dissappointed with "Tornado." It may
not be as good as the last album in
some ways, but the music is more
mature and more subtle. The band's
rustic charm is still there too.

Rhein Fip;hts PorRebel Iionor

~'

from page

come over that you haven't seen in fall victim almost' as much as
a year, you get to tell the kids how .ot,her people to the pulls of
much they've grown (see past materialism and commercialism .
column), and your uncle Ralph
My point is that once, not so long
falls asleep on the couch while ago, people were not so concerned
watching "It's A Wonderful Life." with the worldly aspects of the
The kids are everywhere at holidays that have become so poponce,somehow, and on top of that, ular now.
some distant cousin, who you're
People spread their Christmas
not even sure is actually related to cheer by going out in su b-zero temyou, brought his Great Dane alohg, peratures, singing Christmas carwhich keeps trying to relieve him- ols and catching pneumonia
self on the tree.
·afterwards. Why don't people do
As long as I'm on Christmas that anymore?
.
trees, what happened to them 1 I'm
Vestiges
of
old-fashioned
not saying that people should go . Christmas spirit still exist. A great
back to murdering trees every many Christmas cards are. sent
year.
as practical a's anybody each year, and there are a few
else. I'm talking about the brave souls who defy the cold to
decorations.
strain there voices for another's
Tree decorating used to be fun. ears.
The family would get together,
I like to thinkthat at one time or
putting
tinsel,
lights
and
ornaments on the tree. Then the 'other in the p1adness , at around
father would lift the youngest child one in the morning on Christmas
(that' was me) into the air, who Eve when everything is quiet,
most people remember the true
. would then place the star on top.
Now Christmas trees look like intent of Christmas. This is
Las ' Vegas from 'a distance. summed up in a phrase that has
They're all covered with flashing fallen out of vogue for the most
lights and' garland, and you can't part, maybe because of the sexist
really see the tree anymore. So implications, "Peace on Earth,
c
who needs it1 You could ~avejust a good will toward men."
wire framework there to cover
Mayall of you have a merry
with all that gaudy junk.
Christmas and a happy new year.
I admit I'm not above all this. I I'll see you next semester.

The tone of ttl" album is pessimistic in general, a1though most of the
material is treated lightly. If you
don't like the band's present chart
single, "Snakedance," there are
four or five songs that are probably
better, including "Small Circles,"
"No Romance," ".R ainmaker" and
"The Other Side of the World."
Another single should be released
soon,

by Christopher A. Duggan

Staff and Students of UMSL receive

$120.00 off first month's rent

8806 DRAGONWYCK DRIVE, ST. LOUIS, MO 63121

(314) 426-7667
- Southwest Corner Hwy. 70 and North Hanley Road

"A'iot of people don't realize that
Missouri was a confederate state ,"
said history major Brett Rhein: "For
some reason that is not very clear,
history books tend to say that Missouri was not involved very extensively with the Civil War."
Rhein , a sophmore at UM-St.
Louis, majors in post-Constitution
American History and is a member
of a Civil War Reenactment group
called the First Missouri Confederate Brigade, or the St. Louie
Grays. This group is associated with
the Missouri Civil War Reenacter's'
Association.
The group is based on an actual
Confederate force from St. Louis.
"I believe that the best way to
learn about history is to live it, "
Rhein said. " Our group takes part in
reenactments of Civil War battles
and stages living history campouts. "
Living History is a method of historical interpretation that involves
setting
up
encampments
or
whatever the situation demands and
simulating the conditions of that
particular historica1 period.
"We live in the same types of
shelters, eat the same kind of food ,
and try to come as close as we can -to
that time period," Rhein said. "We
also answer questions and give history lessons for anyone who visits
the campsites. Our primary go.al is
to enlighten people to the fact that
Missouri was a confederate state."
Rhein said that Missouri had all of

To all departments, organizations and
individuals that contributed to the success of

• 1 and 2 bedroom garden apartments

• Cable TV available

• New wall to wall carpet

• 24 Hour maintenance

• 'Drapes

• Laundry facilities

'
0
,

"

• Large closets and walk-in pantry
• Patio or balcony
• Complete electric kitchen with range,
refrigerator, garbage disposal
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~

trimming the tree
. serving eggnog and cider
donating afood basket
giving a cash contribution'
stringing popcorn & cranberries
singing holiday carols...

.

PREGNANT?
"If an unplanned pregnancy presents a personal
crisis in your life . .. Let us help you!"

B

• Breakfast bar
. • 2 Swimming pools

Gi\RDE~~
OF NOHTII

The Staff of University Center I Student Activities

COUNTY

the elements of the Civil War. Close
to a dozen Confederate brigadier
generals were from Missouri. He
also said that Missouri has the third
highest number of battles Of the
war.
"People say that Missouri was a
neutral state , but nothing was as
clear-cut as people tend to think,"
he said.
Along with reenactments, Rhein's
group does other things to preserve
confederate memory in Missouri.
For instance. in October, they had a
six-foot-high granite monument
erected in the old section of Jefferson Barracks National Cemetery to
honor confederate soldi·ers.
Rhein also does what he can on his
own to honor confederates. In September, he organized a memorial
service at the gravesite of a Civil
War soldier near Potosi.
The soldier, who was not identified as either confederate or
union, died shortly after a skirmish
between union and confederate forces and was buried on the spot by the
owner of the property at that time,
Angie Halbert Br.own,
Rhein and three other reenacters
marched to the spot and fired a
salute after the reading.pf the eulogy used for Robert E. Lee. A wreath
was also placed on the grave.
Rhein, who is in NROTC, said that
he wants to go to Navy flight school
and enter into military aviation as
a career.
"I will not be able to give the same
degree of attention to my study of
the Civil War," he said, "but I don't
think I will ever completely turn
away from it."

features editor
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CRYSTAL GARDENS
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• FREE TEST· Can Detect Pregnancy 10 Days After It Begins
• Professional Counseling & Assistance
• All Services Free & Confidential

Birthright Counseling

Birthright
Since 1971

• SI. Louis: 962·5300

• Ballwin : 227·2266

• Bridgeton: 227·8775
• SI. Charles: 724·1200
Hampton South: 962-3653

........
.......................................... ...........•.............
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* *ATTENTION*
~:
••
J
a
nuary.
1988
*~
*
••
0rtstmas Guh
~
•
•
~.
~
** Grad u ating Students
Due to.early closing for the holida'ys,
*:
*
You can be sure that
t distribution of caps-and -gowns will
*
* be on December 21 st and 22n d in
every stocking is filled
*
next year
;
the University Center Lounge .
.~
if you join
.~ If you fail to pick them up on the •
*'*
our Christmas Club now!
* qesignated days,. caps-and-gowns
**
* will be available the day of g rad ua*
~
Ban/i
~ tion at 1 p.m. in room 203 of the Mark
~
~ ~~ •• Twain Building. ~
*
7151
NATURAL
BRIDGE
V
, * .._ ST. LOUIS, MO 63121
••• Congratulations
*
•
* ~'" ...
383-5555
••• The' University Bookstore St aff
•
~
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Required
.Reading for
Your Degree

...

The University of Missouri-St. Louis
Catalogue and its companion booklet,
The Description of Courses
• Degree Programs and Requirements
for All Departments
• Requirements for Minors
• Information on Academic Policies,
Student Services, and Facilities
• Detailed Descriptions of
All Courses Offered

•

Catalogue
Description of Courses

$2.45 plus tax
$1.30 plus tax

NOW

Available
at the
UM-St. louis Bookstore .
••••••••
••••
or Order with the coupon
••••••••
••
•••••••
••••
•••
•••••
•••• •••

••••• •••
••
••
•
UM-St.Louis
Bulletin
•••
•
Mail Order Form
•••
••• Please send me:
Undergraduatel
•••
Graduate Catalogue
••
-$2.45 each
••
••
Description of
••
.Courses Booklet
••
- $1.30 each
••
Make check payable to UMSI. Louis Bookstore
•••
o
v'S;]
•• Mail with check credit card
information to :
••
louis Bookstore
•• BDOl Natural
Ex" Dat e
Bridge Road
•• St. Louis, MO 63121-4499
••
Name _ _ __

_

_

Address _ _ _ _ __

{Includes l ax and poslagel

_

_ __

_ _ __

Cily _

_

_

_

_

_

_

_ __

_

_

Ilncludes lax and poslagel

UM·St

8689887

_

S,ale _ __ _ Z,p _

Tele phone (

Q1V

or

/

_

_

_

_

Qly

Payable by check, money order. or valid credll card.

Masler Cald . 0

Card Number

Signature

_ _ __

_

_

_

_
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Friday

4
•

Gallery
Showing:
"~egaliths. " Photography by
Paul Caponigro, who has spent
morethan 20 years photograph ing historic stone monuments in
Ireland, England, Scotland and
France, are on display in Gallery
210, room 210 Lucas Hall, from 9
a.m . to 8 p.m .. Admission is free.
Call
553-5876
for
more
information.

• Baskets for the Third Annual
Food Drive will continue to be
accepted. Notify the University
Center Office when you bring
your basket over so that it can be
tagged and placed beneath the
Community Tree.

December 3, 1987
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• " Retired Executives Assist
Local
Non-Profit
•
An
Interdisciplinary
Seminar entitled "Entry Res- . Organizations" will be the topic
of this week's Creative Aging to
trictions and Banks' Rate of
be aired at :30 p.m. on KWMU
Return, 1969-1914" will be the
topic of discussion by John Bin der of Washington University to
be given at 2 p.m. in room 331
SSB. Call 553-5881.

Su nday

(90.7 FM) .. Special guests will be
Mr. James Lawler, Executive
Dirctor of ESC, arid Mr. Ben
Earnst, Director of Ranken
Technical Institute.

• BAD WEATHER INFORMATION: When the area is hit by a
bad snowstorm , you can learn if
UM-St. Louis is closed by listening to any of the following: KUSA~
AM (550), .KXOK-AM (630) ,

• Intensive-Study Day. There
will be no cla s ses held.

1'1

• Men's Basketball: Rivermen
Southern Indiana University
at 7:30 p.m at the Mark Twain
Sports Complex on the UM-St.
Louis campus. Admission to
men 's and women 's basketball
games is $4 for reserved seats,
$3 for general admission, and
$1.50 for children under 12 and
senior citizens. Call 553-5641

• The University of Missouri-St.
Louis will present Australianborn pianist Leslie Howard at 8
p.m ., at the Ethical Society, 9001
Clayton Road, as part of .the
University's concert series Premiere
Performances.
I ndividual tickets are $12 for the
general public and $7 (with valid
I D) for students, senior citizens,
UM faculty/staff and members of
KWMU's Studio Set. Call 5535818 for more information,

VS.

Can you

afford to gamble
with the LSAT, GMAT,
GRE.or MeAD

CLAS SIFIEDS
For Sale

1974 VW Superbeatle airconditioning, sunroof, 4speed,
62,000
miles,
$595. Call 849-4722.

For Rent
APARTMENT,
REMODELED KITCHEN
and bathroom. Stained
glass windows, fireplace
and miniblinds. Carpeted
living and "dining rooms.
bed·
Two
oak-floored
rooms. Quiet, clean south
side neighborhood. Plea·
sant young
landlords.
Newly painted throughout.
Garage parking negoti·
able.
350
plus
350
deposit. No Pets. JIM 771·
7434.

Hel p Wanted
GREAT part·time oppor·
tunity
to
GAIN
EXPERIENCE
while
marketing FORTUNE 500
Com pan ies' products on
campus! FLEXIBLE hours!
References given. Call 1800-843-2786.
ATIENTION! Ollie North
For President! Order Your
"Oliver North For President" Bumper Sticker-s'
We have plenty! Full Color,
measures 12"X3 1/ 2."
Send $20.00 per 12 (1
dozen) to: J.P. Servo 3900
Boarman Ave. Balto, MD
21215
HELP WANTED-· PARTY
PIC PHOTOGRAPHWER
$5·8/ HR,
NEED
TRANSPORTATION,
EXPERIENCE
NOT
NECESSARY. KABANCE
PHOTO SERVICES 3532468

KMOX-AM (1120), KWMU-FM
(90.7), KS94-FM (93.7), and
KYKY-FM (98). After 6 p.m . you
can also find out by calling the
university hot lines: 553-5148,
553:5865 or 553-5867.

Saturday

5

Upright piano, mahogany,
made by French & Sons of
tndiana about 1910, good
condition . $300 or best
offer, 831 ·0056.

Tuesday

Monday

7

•
Metropolitan Studies is
sponsoring a collection of
photographs by UM-St. Louis
sutdents which will be on display
from 8 a.m . to 5 p.m. in the Center
for Metropolitan Studies, room
362 SSB. Admission is free.
Closed for holidays December
28 through January 1. For more
information call 553-5273.

------+1 8

, REO HOT bargains' Drug
ca~s,
boats,
dealers'
planes repo'd. Surplus.
Your Area. Buyers Guide.
(1) 805·687 ·6000 Ext. S2166
AIRLINES NOW HIR ING.
Flight Attendants, Travel
Agents, Mechanics, Customer Service. Listings.
Salaries to. $50K. Entry
level positio'ns. Call1·805·
687-6000 Ext. A-2166.
Fans needed to Support
the UMSL Soccer team
Saturday Night. Experience
not
needed;
Euthusiasm
required'
Bringyour Student 1.0. and
get in for $3.00. Wear Red
& Gold, make noise, wave
banners, GET CRAZY!
Help us bring the National
. Championship
back
where it belongs! The '87
Rivermen

GOVERNMENT
JOB&
$16,040 - $59 ,230/yr.
Now Hiring. Your Area. 1·
805-687-6000 Ext. R·
2166 for current Federal
list.

Mlscellaenous
Will type dissertations,
term papers manuscripts,
resumes. etc. Experienced
with APA Style and techni'
cal typing. 291-8292 .
FAST, ACCURATE, PRO ·
FESSIONAL WORD PRO·
CESSING . AND TYING
·ACADEMIC
REPORTS,
DISSERTATIONS,THESES
REPETITIVE/
PERSONALIZED
LET·
TER~

MAKE SOME MONEY
OVER THE HOLIDAYS Do
you like chldren? We have
part·time and full -time
babysitting positions to fit
your schedule. Car and
references required. Call
TLC for Kids: 725-507 !':

Typing, word processing,
student rates, call 24
hours - 727-2214. Letter
quality printer.
There's an empty room
waiting for a whrte newborn.
We're
college
'edu c ated, happily married.
We promise to give the
baby love and aHection,
the best of everything . Will
pay expenses. Call Susan
collect (212) 866-0998.

Personals
Gooch: Your takeover
attempt of the social hell
club won 't be tolerated. A
proxy war will surely
separate the men from the
boys. We're willing to go as
far as boycotting slugfest
and openly dating first!
Love, Very Metai

GOVERNMENT HOMES
from $1 (U repair). Delinquent
tax
property
Repossessions. Call 1·
805·687·6000 Ext. GH2166 for current repo list.

RESUME~

MAILING LABELS/LISTS/
ENVELOPES, ETC .. IBM
PC AND XEROX EQUIp·
MENT. CALL PORTIA .
725·4477.

I
I
I

My heart-throb, my gram·
mar ace, You've put me oH
too long. Let's go skating!

(314) 997-7791

I

.

FREE TIRE ROTATION
& WHEELS BALANCED
With Any Repairs Over $65_00
Up To $30.00Value
Not Valid With Other Coupon Offers

MOST
CARS

Lower Level University Center

8420 Delmar, Suite 301
ST. LOUIS, MO.
63124-2109

--------------------COUPON-------------------I
I

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

M.S.: Seeing as this is the
last issue of the Current
this year, I knew I had to
drop you a line. Hasn't it
been a 'great semester!!?!!
I can 't believe we made it!
" ' k s lor being- a great
IWfend Bnd listening to ali..
my odd problems -. you
know the sort -- "Where are
the decent guys???" or
"Look who's following me
now!" Let's have a blast .
over break. We'll need itlor
our wonderful Algebra &
Stats classes next semester. See ya! D.S.

Pm ba bfy not . Great grades
alone may not be enough to'
im press the grad school of
you r cho ice .
Scores playa part . And
thaI's how Stan ley H. Kaplan
can help.
The Kaplan course tcaches
test· tak ing techniques, reviews
course subjeds. a nd increases .
the od ds tha t you' II do the best
yo u can do.
Sa if you've been out of
sc hool for a while and need a'
refresher. or even if yo u're fresh
out of college . do what over 1
mi ll to n students have done.
Take Kaplan . Why take a
cha nce w it h your career?

M. . .u_.._f_f
. I_er_'m_-'a_t_ 427-5050
1-31-88

~tk' ~~1<ud!

Bra,kes. SuspenSion Work. Exhaust

SUvtt ~eu /M

8907 Natual Bridge Rd.

/Itt 1/fJeVt S~ 1teed4

0%

OFFER
EXPIRES

State Inspections
Just East of 1-170 in Bel-Acres Center

~--------~-----------------------------------~

fi Earn

College Credit
At !!21!!e .,

•
J

flEe

k/G~f R

EOVCA rlON (HANNn

Y"I

through telecourses offered by St. LDuis Community College on KETC-TV, Channel 9 and
the new Higher Education Cable Channel (HEC)_

SAVE O N:
.
•
•
•
•
•

'·Sweats
All General Books
Boxed Christmas Cards
Christmas Wrap
Better Pens & Totes
Gift Items & Much More!

Most courses begin the week of February .7, 1988.
Earn three college credits for each of the following:
*BUS:104

'Intro to Business Administration
Intro to Data Processing
Intro to Economics
.American History II
Exploring The Arts

Intro to Marketing
Intro to Astronomy I
General. Psychology
Brain and BehclVior
Intro to Sociology

•

For enrollment information and a descriptive brochure, call the Telecourse office, Institute
for Continuing Education, at (314) 644-979&
.
~
.
Sf. LDuis Community College

•

*DP:1()O
*ECO:140
*HS'r.102
*HUM:520

*MKT:501

*PS/:111
*PSY:200
*PSY:512
*SOC:101

...- ........- - -_ _• •_ _ _ _ Edu'llfion Ibllt Works.
253

523143

10/87
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Wibbenmeyer~s

'.0,

by Diane Schlueter
sports editor

\ If

"The boy can leap," Riverman
forward Boyd Buchek said of his
teammate Scott Wibbenmeyer, who
scored his sixth headball goal of the
season, giving UM-St. Louis the 1-0
victory over Lock Haven in the
NCAA Division II quarterfinal
match on Nov. 21.
Wibbenmeyer's goal, which came
with only 11 minutes and 27 seconds
left to play, allows UM-St. Louis (173-1) to advance to the NCAA Division II "Final Four." The Rivermen
the Central Region champions, will
meet Southern Connecticut (15-1-3)
in the semifinal matchup Saturday

at 3 p.m. in Tampa, Fla.
Tampa (16-2-1) will face California Northridge (18-1-1) in the other
semifinal game on Saturday at 6:30
p.m ., and the championship match
will . be played on Sunday at
6:30 p.m .
The game-winning goal over Lock
Haven, which came on a secondchance corner kick, was Wibbenmeyer's ninth of the season and his
sixth header: Joe pytlinski recorded
his sixth assist on the play .
After a first corner kick was too
low for Wibbenmeyer to put in the
nets, the Rivermen received a
second chance as the ball was
deflected over the line by Lock
Haven
goalkeeper
Warren
Westcoat.

Header Leads To Final 4 "·

"It was a perfect corner kick,"
Wibbenmeyer said of his second
chance, "I couldn't have asked for a
better ball."
The game against Lock Haven
was the Rivermen's fourth staight
match in which they were held
scoreless in the first half of play ,
Their only loss in that stretch was to
UniversitySouthern
Illinois
Edwardsville 2-0 on Nov. 3.
"We seem to start slow,
especially against Lock Haven,"
Wibbenmeyer said. "But, we knew
that if the score was 0-0 at halftime,
we could win it."
Lock Haven kept the pressure on
the UM-St. Louis defense until the
end, as Riverman goalkeeper Jeff
Robben had to deflect a ball over the

~\

I

'I<

IN THE AIR: Junior back S?ott Wibbenmeyer displays his leaping abilities as he goes up b Rh~nedRtohwe
opponent (5) for a header. Wibbenmeyer's game-winning goal over Lock Haven on Nov 21
e h~n . ~
headball goal of the season. Wibbenmeyer has nine goals and three assists in 1987.'
was IS Slxt

goal post with39 seconds left to play
to save the game from overtime.
"I just · didn 't want to take any
chances ," Robben said .. "They've
got some trees on their team, and I
didn't want it hitting off the post. I
was able to get my hand on it."
"Coming in to tonight 's game, I
really thought that we had the better
team," Lock Haven coach Lenny
Long said of his 10-6-5 team.
"Tonight, they showed me that
they're the better team."
Making its 15th appearance in the
NCAA Division II Tournament, UMSt. Louis will be in the "Final Four"
for the sixth time in the school's history with their last apperance in
1984. The Rivermen 's only championship title came in 1973.
UM-St. Louis coach Don Dallas
knows. that the Rivermen have a
tough match ahead of them against
Southern Connecticut.
"We've never beaten them,"
Dallas said of Southern Connecticut. "They have a good coach and
play good, strong fundamental soccer. I think that both teams will get a
decent scouting report, so they'll
know about us and we'll know
about them."
UM-St. Louis and Southern Connecticut have met twice in NCAA
post-season play, with Southern
Connecticut defeating the Rivermen 2-1 in the 1982 semifinals and
3-1 in a third place match in 1981.
After posting a 0-2-1 record in
preseason play, the Rivermen have
turned things around to be compeititive in 1987
"If we went by our three preseason games, we figured we'd be
lucky to play .500 ball," Dallas said.
"We lost our sweeper (first team
All-MIAA back Jeff Robinson), our
AlI- American midfielder (first
round MISL pick Terry Brown) and
two All-MlAA players in Tom Wilson
and Mike McAlone. They have just
hung in there. The key was the first
two games . We hadn't done anything
in the preseason, then we won that
Itournament, and our guys felt that
they could do a good job this
year. "

Rene Rowe

SAVED: Junior goalkeeper Jeff Robben stops another as he has all
season lon.g. Robben made a game-saving deflection over the top of ::~
the goal With only 39 seconds remaining in the quarterfinal victory , ':.
over Lock Haven on Nov. 21.

..

.. vermen Start Sea§oll':Slow 'Riverwomen Improve To 4-2 .
by Diane.SChlueter
sports editor

I

I

.

After playing three games into
the 1987-88 schedule, the UM-St.
Louis Riverman basketball team's
record isn't what head coach Rich
Meckfessel thought it would be at
this point in the season.
The Rivermen opened the 198788 season in Quincy, Ill . on Nov. 20
and suffered an unexpected loss.
Tr ailing 35-26 at the half, the
Rivermen put a drive together,
scoring 14 straight early in the
se cond half.
.
But as the second half was coming to an end, the Rivermen, leading 63-58 with less than three
minutes remaining, lost their
composure and found themselves
tr ailing 68-66 with under a minute
left to play .
Senior guard Eric Love then hit
a 13-foot, baseline jumper with
only 32 seconds on the clock to tie
the game and send it into
overtime.
The Rivermen wer " not able to
make a second come back and
eventually lost the game 82-74 .
" Quincy is much improved from
last year ," coach Meckfessel said .
"We just didn't play very well. We
turned the ball over late in the
se cond half, and our ball handling
just fell apart.
"We should have won that game,
but fortunately , the loss came
early in the season, and we still
have many opportunities to atone
for that."

,"/

'\,

Love led all Riverman scorers
with 27 points with senior Kevin
Brooks putting in 20 and pulling
down a team-high 12 rebounds.
The Rivermen then traveled to
. Columbus , Ohio to take on the Ohio
State Buckeyes.
"We lost a game we felt we

should not have won and now we
need to win a game that we're not
expected to win . Obviously, Ohio
State is one of those gan1es ," coach
Meckfelsel said before the game.
"They are a smaller version of
Iowa. They like to run, press and
play very hard."
The Buckeyes proved to be too
much for the Rivermen as they
never once had the lead in the
game . Witb a halftime score of
48-25 , the Rivermen were eventually defeated 95-74.

Eric Love
Love had a game-high 21 points
as sophomore Von Scales led the
Rivermen in rebounding with six
boards,
On November 30, the UM-St.
Louis basketball team returned to
the Mark Twain Building for the
first time in 1987-88, winning its
first of season , as the Rivermen
defeated
Rockhurst
College
71-58 .
The score remained close
throughout the first half, but the
Rivermen were able to stay on top,
taking their biggest lead, a six-

point advantage
halftime.

(35-29),

at

UM-St. Louis dominated early in
the second half, taking a 16-point
lead with over 13 minutes left to
play .
Love , again, lead all scorers as
he put in 20 points. Brooks had a
game-high eight rebounds wbile
scoring 12 points. The game also
saw a 11-point, six-rebound effort
by junior guard Jeff Wilson,
With a 1-2 record, coach Meckfessel still is unsure of his starting
five in 1987-88. Three different
combinations have appeared in
the three games so far this season ,
all of which have included Brooks,
Love and Wilson, But according to
Meckfessel, the two starting forward positions have been left
unclaimed .
" It would be better to have one
starting lineup, " Meckfessel said.
"We need to establish roles. I
would like to stay with one lineup,
but no one has claimed the four and
five spots ."
The Rivermen will now prepare
for two tough home matches this
week in Bellarmine on Thursday
Southern
Indiana
on
and
Saturday.
Bellarmine, 17-10 a year ago
and a member of the strong Great
Lakes
Valley
Conference,
defeated the eventual Division II
champion Kentucky Wesleyan last
season. Leading the Knights when
they visit the UM-St. Louis campus
will be two-time, second team allconference center Mike Holmes,
who averaged 15.4 points and 12.2
rebounds a game last year.
The Eagles out of Southern
Indiana will be led by GL VC
" CoaCh of the Year" Mark Bial.
Tipoff for both games will be at
7:30 p.m. in the Mark Twain
Building.

b

"
y Stan Wls",e~skl
assoc. sports editor
The Riverwomen basketball
squad is off to a good start thus far in
1987-88. They are 4-2 after the first
six games. The small, quick squad
has managed to put up some
impressive numbers in the early
going.
They have outs cored their
opponents 402-328 , outre bounded
their opponents 220-201, arid they
have five players averaging in double figures in points per game. A
good start anyway you slice it.
The Riverwomen opened the
season with two wins at home over
McKendree (109-69) and over a
tough Evangel squad (82-71). Junior
guard Kris Wilmes her led the Riverwomen in scoring the first weekend,
pumping in 24 points in each of the
first two contests. Junior center
Kathy Rubach also had a big first
weekend. In the two games, she
scored .28 points , grabbed 23
rebounds and had 11 steals .
"She (Rubach) has really done the
job for us so far. I'm glad to see us
have an inside game," said head
coach Mike Larson.
Grace Gain injured her right knee
(her good knee) in the Evangel
game, Later, x-rays showed no
damage.
The next week the Riverwomen
had a tough three game schedule in a

five day span. They dropped a game
to a toug h Washburn team (76-58).
Then , the cagers went on the road to
visit Culver-Stockton. At CulverStockton, the Riverwomen dropped
the decision at the buzzer.
" 1 wa s concerned after the
Culver-Stockton game ," coach Lar son said. " It would have been easy
for the girls to start doubting
themselves"
The Riverwomen reb ounded from
their tough loss to Culver-Stockton
by be ating Marymount 82-61. In the
gam e, Wilmes her led the team in
scoring for th e fourth time . She also
led the team in r ebounds with 8. The
Riv erwom en had five players in
dou ble figur es for the gam e.
The cagers have five players
averaging in double figures for the
season, indicitive of the balanced
attack that Larson was lo oking for in
the pr eseason.
''I'm r eally surprised with the
consiste ncy of our offense; the
chemistry has come together . I'm
also ple ased with our ba lanced scoring," coach Lars on said .
Tuesday night the Riverwomen
dominated Maryville College 77-4l.
The pressing defense of the UM-St.
Louis squad kept the Saints ' offense
off-balance for the entire game. The
Riverwomen led 39-23 at halftime
before pouring in 38 second half

points while holding the Saints to
only 18 second half pOints .
Kathy Rubach led all scorers with
20 , as the Riverwomen had four
players score in double figures. The
cagers shot 57 percent from the field
and 75 percent from the line. The
Riverwomen have well over a 50
percent shooting average in their
four wins.
With the lack of size on the squad
the team is using speed and defense
as its main weapons. The transition
game proved very effe ctive against
the slower Mary ville team.
"We 're going to have to play good
defense and run the fast break if
we 're going to be successful ," Larson said.
The Riverwomen will have a busy
semester break. They will play eight
games before classes resume next
January .
This weekend the Riverwomen
will travel to Evansville Indiana to
fa ce Southern Indiana on Friday
night and the University of
Evansville on Saturday afternoon .
Nancy Hopper a 6-footjunior c en-

ter will be available to pl ay Decem ber 17th. She should step into the
starting lineup and add some size to
the small, quick Riverwomen
squad.
The next home game for the
Riverwomen will be January 13th.
They will face conference foe
Northeast Missouri State.
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Swimmers' Post Impressive Times

•

The UM-St. Louis swim team
swam against · Creighton and
Milliken Universities last weekend
and faired very well . They defeated
Creighton, a Division I school , 75 27. The men's team had 10 first
place finishes in capturing the victory .
Stuart Vogt was the big news of
the meet , as he won two events . He
won·both the 100 and 200 yard freestyle events. He set a school record in
the 100 with a time of 46 .1l. That
time was also good enough to qualify
him for the nat ionals.
On the downside, the team fell to a
tough team from Milliken that .
finished fifth in the nation last year

in Division III. They were outs cored
85-27 but still . swam well taking
three first place finishes.
Head coach Mary Liston was
pleased with the effort her squad
gave in the meet.
" It was a good meet, they all swam
very fast ," said Liston.
Another highlight of the weekend
meet was the women 's squad.
Usually the women have to swim
with the men's team against other
men's teams. But this weekl'nd, they
were pitted against a tough women's
team from Milliken. The Riverwomen fared well despite their
small team. They took three first
place and three second place

finishes.
The next meet for the swim tean1
will be on December 5 against
Washington University. Action is
slated to begin at 11 a.m. at the
Washington U. pool.
The squad will travel to Florida
over the semester break to battle
Clarion College and Gannon
College. The team will train intensivly while in Florida to prepare for
the last five meets of the seaon.
They will take on Principia,the
Washington
U.
Invitational,
Northeast Missouri, St. Louis
U.,and
the
University
of
Indianapolis Relays .

.

UP AN D ~WAV.: ~unior gua~d Kris Wilmesher lets one ~o for two against Maryville Tuesday ~i~~;~~~he
Mark Twain BUilding. The R,verwomen defeated MarYVille 77-41 ,improving their overall record on the
season to 4-2.
'
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:E lusive Secretary O f Education Speaks To Conservative Press
by Mike O'Keefe
(CPS)--Three weeks ago , elusive
U.S. Secretary of Education William
: Bennett , who normally doesn 't talk
· to student press or even college stu: dent representatives, agreed to
: write for, of all things , a handful of
: student newspapers.
~ The apparent reason: it will be for
· avowedly conservative newspapers
: that ostensibly share Bennett's
: political views .
U's an other sign, various campus
: newspaper observers say, of how
· college journalism is changing
under the influence of conservative
and liberal group money, cheaper
~ technology and campus political
· ferment .
If nothing else, there are now
~ more papers on a campus from
' which students can choose , and
"traditional "
student
papers
regularly are drawing competition
from stridently political journals on
both sides of the spectrum.
It 's beoming easier to start
publications ," said Mark Goodman
of the Student Press Law Center,
which advises college newspapers
:on legal issues.
NSNS editor Bruce Allen, while

conceding the PIRG help and that it
concentrates on covering "student
activism ," insisted NSNS is "nonpartisan" ans reports both liberal
and conservative group act ivities
"in a non-advo cacy manner. "
"They're not substantially changing the political bent of the campus
pUblications because they 're closed
audiences. They 're fairly effective .
But I don 't see them polarizing the
traditional student press."
Since 1980, a Washington, D.C .
group called the Institute for
Educational Affairs (lEA) has provided money and expertise to
launch 70 conservative papers on
campuses, lEA president Les Lenkowsky reported .
On the other side of the spectrum,
a Washington think tank called the
Center For Nation al Poli cv started
funneling money to he'lp start
avowedly liberal campus papers,
largely in response to the IEA'a
efforts .
Less abashedl y left·wing , the
National Student News Service
(NSNS) began in Boston last
January with some financial help
from the Public Inter es t Research
Group
(PIRC),
a
consumer
advocacy group founded by Ralph
Nader.

nell all have atypically long-lived
papers , while others tend to fade
after lEA funding stops.
"The nature of these paper is
'here today , gone tomorrow,' as the
various players grad_uate , lose interest or run into financial difficulty ,"
says University of Massachusetts
journalism
Professor
Dario
Politella, who compiles a national
student press directory, said .
For example, a conservative
paper at the University of Colorado
published in September a story
charging CU was promoting only
leftist professors. By the time a
spectacular
legislative
and
campus-wide prohe-·which found
tbe accusations groundless .. was
finished , the paper was out of
business.
early October to agree to write four
opinion columns during the schooi
year
for
the
conservative
newspapers it funds--noted that, of
the 70 papers the IEAS has helped

start since 1980,34 were functioning
as of last week .
"1 call it satellite press," Politella
said . "They have trouble getting
space in the traditional student
press, so they put out their own
papers. The staff is usually guided
by outside influences. "
Both left and right forces com·
plain the " traditional " campus
papers ignore them .
"Our students don 't see the
traditional s.tudent press represent·
ing their interests or their point of
view," explained Kirk O'Donell of
the Center for National Policy
(CNP) , the liberal Washington , D .C.
think tank that has helped fund
newspaper start-ups at Harvard,
Boston
University ,
George
Washington, Texas , North Carolina
and 22 other campuses.
On the right , Lenkowsky said ,
"our papers are an effort to offer
another opinion."
"We feel the' campus press has

Ho, ho, ho boy! Let Sheldon, the Campus
Computer Wiz, put his Zenith PC Specials
under your tree!

But Sheldon's in·a festive mood
Andfonvards this adviceBuy a Zenith Personal Computer
At his special student price.
Now go celebrate your Christmas
Foryou've nothing more to fearWith a Zenith Data Systems PC
You'll have better luck next year'
Have a Happy Holiday with this
Sheldon Special!

The traditional student press,
said Politella , can't accomodate
every student perspective. "That 's
too much to ask. "
But
O'Donell
argued
the
mainstream campus press will have
to deal with them . The p0liticaljour·
nals , he said , "will invigorate and
challenge the camnpus and the stu·
dent paper. They 'll promote politi·
cal dialogue on campus . The
problem with students is they lack a
political point of view. "
Computers, he noted , have made
starting a newspaper simple while
"universities are ripe for new
press ," said Tom Rolnicki, the
exe cutive director of the Asso ciated
College apr-ess , "They are giving an
opportunity for a small minority to
be heard. It's a healthy sign t o see
that kind of growth and diversity. "
Conservative papers have be en
the most active. Dartmouth ,
Georgetown , Iowa , Texas and Cor -

been politicized for some time,
since the late 60's. The campus
press has moved to the left. Some
students think another voice should'
be heard. "
Rolnicki conceded , "The charges
of liberal bias are probably true.
College studerits tend to be more
liberal across the board. Student
support for Ronald Reagan in the
1980 and 1984 elections had more to
do with his personality than his
politics ."
Not everybody agrees .
Politella
believed
the
mainstream student press has
become more conservative, contending few papers maintain controversial ,
adversarial
relationships
with
school
administrations.
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UM-St. Louis
Sc hool of Optometry

Eye Clinic

Visiu" i" ~
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Tis only days before Christmas
With firulls in full swingWhuh only goes to show you
That you. didn't leanz a thing.
'Cause you didn't follow Sheldon
Who offered this good cheerA Zenith Data Systems PC
Goes from college to career.
The Zenith Data
Systems Special
Laptop PC Offer
Now - for a limited
time only- our Laptop
pes corne with special
extras. Including
Traveling Software 's
LAP LINK@-a simple
transfer software
package that lets you
convert data from S'/J'
floppy disks to 3 '/z"
floppies and back
again. And Microsoft ®
Works-an easy-touse software package

Are you prepared ?
A vvide range of vision care services

• Newest Lens Designs and

• Contact Lenses
• Eye Health Assessment
• VDT Related Visual Problems

Fashion Frames

Visit your nearby Zenith Data Systems
Campus Contact today:

data

• Designer Sunglasses

systems

UM-St. Louis Students, Faculty, Staff and Alumni
receive a 20% discount on all professional service fees.

II

Call 553 - 5131
U M-St. Lou is School of Optometry

that lets vou run some
of the m ost popular
PC applications available today, A $325,00
Value - both can be
yours at a special
bundle price when yo u
buy the Hard Disk 2 -183
Laptop PC . . . or the !)ual
3V/'Drive 2- 181 Laptop
PC. Both feature a dazzling bac k-lit LCD screen
for cris p text and great
readabilit y. 640K RAM.
MS-DOS®. And rechargeable batte ry!

Z·183 Laptop PC
suggested reta il price: $2,399 .00

Spec ial Student Price:

$1,399 00
Z·181 Laptop PC
suggested reta il price: S3 ,199.00
Special Student Price:

$1,830 00
Special Offers Ends
12/3 1/87.

.)

Call for order packet
Zenith Data Systems

991-4061

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON "
Ask about how you can qualify for easy monthly payments with a Zenith Data Systems Credit Card '
S~cial

priein!; offer good cnJy on purch.ilses through Zenith Contact(s) lisled

abo~e

hy stude nts. fOlc wty an d sWf for their 0....11 use. No other dls~ounls appl y. LUllit one ~rS<l n al comput er and one manitor per

Individual in a.ny t2·momh penod. Pnces subject to change without notice.

i;

19!17, Zenith Da(.l ?ystems

•
great destinations Inc.
l

VAl/BEAVER CR EEK
January 9thru 14
PACKAGE INCLUDES:
. 5 Nights Deluxe Accommodations at
Streamside Condominimums
. 4 Day Interchangeable VAIL/BEAVER
CREEK Lift Ticket
• Roundtrip Motorcoach Transportation
-Ail Taxes

OPTIONS:
... Ski Rental $9.00 Per Day
• Extra Day Lift Ticket $23.00 Per Day
• Land Price On Iy $21 9
-c: .

$294
includes
t ransportation

FOR MORE INFO
& RESERVATIONS
CONTACT:

DUA NE

272-4215
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